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As a general rule, The Bluebook encourages citation to print sources when they are available. We all know, however, that the Internet contains lots of reliable legal source material, and pulling up an online database from the comfort of home is far easier than trekking to the library and wading through stacks of dusty books. Thankfully, The Bluebook recognizes this reality. It has revamped Rule 18 and liberalized citation to non-print sources—now, any online source that shares the characteristics of a print source should be cited according to the rule for the print version.

This handout focuses on citation to internet resources and will provide you with some guidance on when The Bluebook permits citation to an internet resource and how you should format that citation.1 It focuses on the use of internet citations in scholarly works. Consult the Blue Pages for information on citing to internet and electronic sources in practitioners’ documents.

Citing Directly to the Internet

Essentially, The Bluebook creates three general formats for structuring an internet citation. These three general formats are (1) citations to the hard-copy print material, (2) citations that combine the print citation with the electronic citation, and (3) citations directly to the electronic version.

Print Citation

Generally, if a print version of the source exists somewhere (even if the print version is not the material you are using), you should find and cite to the print version. Some internet sources, however, can be cited simply by using the citation format for the print version of the material. Consequently, you will not have to track down a hard copy of the print version for a proper cite. The Bluebook permits citation to the print version, even if the actual source you are using for your research is an electronic version, in three circumstances:

1. Authenticated Documents (Rule 18.2.1(a)(i)): These are electronic documents that have a certificate or logo indicating that a government entity has verified that the electronic document is complete, unaltered, and comparable to the print version. When the website or

---

1 This handout does not address direct citation to commercial databases like Lexis and Westlaw materials, which have their own citation format under Rule 18.3.
internet document you are using has such a certificate or logo, you can simply cite it as if it were a hard copy print document. Below is an example of the authentication logo used by the Government Printing Office for electronic documents posted to its website, www.gpoaccess.gov:

![Authentication Logo](image)

This seal notifies users that a document has been authenticated by GPO. By using digital signature technology to add the Seal to a PDF document, GPO attests that the document has not been altered since it was authenticated and disseminated by GPO.

2. **Official Versions (Rule 18.2.1(a)(ii))**: Some states now provide that the online version of a particular document is the “official” document. *The Bluebook* prefers authenticated documents, but an official version published only online can still be cited as if it were print material if no authenticated version exists. Massachusetts, for example, only publishes some of its recent versions of documents online as this portion of its website demonstrates:

You could cite to these documents, published “solely in electronic form,” as if they were print material.

3. **Exact Copies (Rule 18.2.1(a)(iii))**: Finally, if the material posted online is an exact copy of the print material, you could cite to that document as if it were a hard copy print source. A PDF of a law review article retrieved through HeinOnline or a PDF scan from Google Books would fall within this category.

Material from a commercial database (like Lexis or Westlaw) does not preserve the original pagination and other attributes of the printed material so it cannot be cited using the normal print citation. Rather, it should be cited according to Rule 18.3 using the rules pertaining to commercial electronic databases.

**Sources Including a URL**

Electronic versions of sources will often be more readily accessible than print versions. While a print version remains the preferred option, any online source that shares the characteristics of a print source can be cited according to the rule for the print version. In the citation below, the substantive print citation is shown in red, while the appended electronic citation is blue:

---

2 You can view a full explanation of the GPO’s policies regarding authenticated electronic documents at www.gpoaccess.gov/authentication/faq.html

3 [http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=afsubtopic&L=5&L0=Home&L1=Research+%26+Technology&L2=Government+Data+%26+Documents&L3=State+Documents+%26+Resources&L4=State+Documents+Online&sid=20af](http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=afsubtopic&L=5&L0=Home&L1=Research+%26+Technology&L2=Government+Data+%26+Documents&L3=State+Documents+%26+Resources&L4=State+Documents+Online&sid=20af)
A few comments about the structural form of this citation: First, note that only a comma follows the full print citation—the Bluebook no longer requires the use of “available at” to denote an online source. Second, note that your computer will likely create a hyperlink automatically when you type the URL in the electronic citation, turning the words royal blue and underlining them. This hyperlink is not the proper format for citation to the electronic version under Bluebook rules (see Rules 2 & 18.2.2(d)), so you should make sure to eliminate the hyperlink created when you type in the web address. In Microsoft Word, you can do this by right-clicking on the hyperlink and choosing “Remove Hyperlink” from the menu that pops up.

**Electronic Citations**

*The Bluebook* considers all internet citations to be direct. In other words, if you find an internet source that does not fit the citation format of any other Bluebook rule, you can cite the electronic source directly. Be sure to provide the most stable and most easily accessible version of the cited source—this means including any author, title, pagination, and date information as they appear in the electronic source. You can cite directly to the electronic version by simply adding the URL directly to the end of the citation. (As discussed above, be careful to remove the hyperlink that your computer might automatically generate.) Again, the substantive citation is in red, the electronic citation is blue:

Summary

This flow chart summarizes the information above and can help guide you in determining whether or not to cite directly to an electronic source:

1. **Does the print version exist?**
   - Yes: Cite directly to the print version without obtaining an actual hard copy of the print version.
   - No: Is the print version practically unavailable?
     - Yes: Cite directly to the print version. Nothing else to check.
     - No: Is the electronic version authenticated?
       - Yes: Cite directly to the electronic version. Nothing else to check.
       - No: Is the electronic version the official version?
         - Yes: Obtain a hard copy of the print version and cite to that hard copy.
         - No: Is the electronic version an exact copy that preserves the original pagination and other attributes?
           - Yes: Obtain a hard copy of the print version and cite to that hard copy, but include a citation to the internet version as well.
           - No: You should obtain a hard copy of the print. Will access to the electronic version substantially improve access to the source?
Source-Specific Formatting: Web Page Citations

Now that you have a general understanding of the different structural formats for citing to electronic sources, we can dive into the different components of a website citation. Occasionally, material will be published on the web in both an HTML version and a PDF version. When this occurs, cite to the PDF version using the citation structure described above.

A citation to an internet web page generally contains the following information:
   (1) the author,
   (2) the title of the web page,
   (3) the title of the website,
   (4) the date and time, and
   (5) the URL.

Internet pages, unfortunately, come in a wide array of formats and styles. As a consequence, some of these components might not be present on the page you are citing. The following examples provide more details about each component of the citation.

1. Author (Rule 18.2.2(a))

If the web page denotes an author, list the author’s name in ordinary type:


If the web page has no named author, but the website has a clear institutional owner, use the name of the institutional owner in the spot for the author’s name (Example 1) unless the institutional owner is clear from the title of the website (Example 2). When the website lacks a named author or clear institutional author, omit the author section completely:


When citing to a specific comment or posting, list the username of the commenter or poster as the author rather than the author of the original piece:

For citations to social media feeds, include the author’s name if it is discernible and verified. If the platform lets authors employ a username or handle when posting, include the username or handle in parentheses immediately after the author name (Example 1). If the author name is not discernible and verified, you can use only the username or handle (Example 2). After including any author information, you should provide the title of the post (when applicable) and the name of the social media platform (Example 3):


**Example 2:** @LegalRebels, TWITTER (Mar. 24, 2014, 10:36 AM), https://twitter.com/LegalRebels/status/44815143322062080.


2. **Title of Web Page (Rule 18.2.2(b))**

The citation should also include the title of the specific page to which you are citing. You can find the title in the title bar of your web-browser or from a clearly announced heading on the page. Italicize this title, and capitalize it according to Rule 8 (regardless of how the web page or title bar capitalize the title):


When citing to a specific posting or comment within an article, say so in the title section of the citation. Importantly, this annotation should not be italicized:


If the comment or posting has its own title, include that title in addition to the title of the page to which the comment or posting responds. Separate the two titles with a comma and designate the relationship between the two pages with a phrase such as “comment to”:


Finally, when the web page does not have a clear title, you can use a descriptive title. Descriptive titles should not be italicized:

3. Title of the Website (Rule 18.2.2(b)(i))

Following the title of the specific page to which you are citing, you should indicate the title of the main website. This title should be listed in small caps and abbreviated per tables T6, T10, and T13. Capitalize the title of the website as it appears on the site:


4. Date and Time (Rule 18.2.2(c))

Provide the date as it appears on the internet site, using only dates that refer to the material cited. Put the date after the main page title and any pinpoint citation. Abbreviate the date using Table T12:


For comments, blog postings, or other content that can be easily identified by the time of posting, include a timestamp with the date:


If the web page lacks a date for the specific subject matter to which you are citing, indicate the “last modified” or “last updated” date from the website in a parenthetical following the URL.

*Dale Fast, History of Biology and Medicine, St. Xavier Univ., http://faculty.sxu.edu/~fa st/general_biology/history.htm (last updated Oct. 31, 2001).*

If the web page lacks any date, indicate the last time you visited the website in a parenthetical placed after the URL:

*YAHOO!, http://www.yahoo.com (last visited Dec. 15, 2004).*
5. The URL (Rule 18.2.2(d))

Always include the URL of the exact web page you visited after either the main website title or the date parenthetical. Generally, include the exact URL that you used to access the website. If there is a shortlink that clearly indicates the source site (like wapo.st or imdb.to) then use the shortlink, but do not use a non-descriptive shortlink such as bit.ly. *The Bluebook* allows you to cite the root URL (as opposed to the full URL) when:

- The URL is long, unwieldy, or full of nontextual characters; or
- The source can only be obtained by submitting a form or query.

When you do not cite the full URL, include a parenthetical that explains how to navigate to the specific web page to which you are citing:


Remember that your computer might automatically generate a hyperlink in the document anytime you type an URL. If you notice your computer turning the hyperlink text blue and underlining it, you should remove this formatting, as it does not conform to Bluebook rules.

Archival (Rule 18.2.1(D))

Internet sources can often move from their original URLs or locations on a webpage. In order to preserve the original location and formatting of your sources, *The Bluebook* encourages archiving internet sources, but only when you have access to a reliable archival tool. Be sure to ask whether your journal, professor, or supervisor requires archival and what the preferred method of archival is for that assignment.

When providing an archived link to internet sources, simply append the archive URL (offset by brackets) to the full citation:


Short Form Citations to Internet Source (Rule 18.9)

For the short form citation to internet sources, simply use the *supra* form described in Rule 4. You do not need to include the URL in the short-form citation.


4 Gantenbein, supra note 1.

When the original full citation does not have an author, cite to the web page title (footnote 5) or website title (footnote 6) in the short form. Maintain the formatting and font from the full citation:

5 Weird and Dumb International Laws, supra note 3.

6 PFIZER, INC., supra note 2.